
Over Here, Over There.
Re-balancing Acrylic.

Reverse — Fill Before Cut
Preparation
1.  Use Cleanse to sanitize both your and your client’s hands. Cleanse will leave a light lemon scent without 

drying the way other sanitizers do.

2.  Push back the cuticles with your Magic Wand. Make sure you push and lift the cuticle away from the nail 
plate. Use the bladed end to scrape away any protein growth from under the cuticle and nail groove area. 

3.  Assess the need to remove any lifted acrylic. If you see any lifting around the cuticle area, use your medium 
carbide or diamond bit and cut a line behind any lifting to ensure a clean removal from acrylic that may still 
be firmly attached to the nail bed. If you see any air pockets, take the same bit and cut a clean line around 
the air pocket. 

REMEMBER: DO NOT USE EITHER OF THESE BITS ON THE NATURAL NAIL. 
MAKE A GROOVE DEEP ENOUGH TO CREATE A PERFORATION FOR EASY 
REMOVAL. USE OF THESE BITS ON THE NATURAL NAIL WILL CAUSE RED 
MARKS ON THE NAIL BED.

4.  After you have removed any lifting or air pockets, use your medium sanding band or 180/180 grit file and 
remove the shine from the natural nail. Be sure to bevel files and sanding bands before using them on a 
customer. This will remove sharp abrasive edges.

5.  Use Swipe with a lint-free square wipe, and scrub the nail plate and existing acrylic free of oils, dust or 
contaminates. 

6.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond to the exposed natural nail. Protein Bond leaves a tacky layer to which the 
product will adhere. Make sure the surface stays sticky.

Application
1st APPLICATION (Fill First)
1.  The first stage of the reverse application is to fill all the pinks. The tip of the brush must act as a barrier 

between the natural nail and the product at the cuticle area. Make sure that you lay the product at the cuticle 
area flush with the nail plate. If there are any ledges after the product dries, there is more of a chance that 
excess filing can create future lifting. Too dry or wet of an application or touching the cuticle area can cause 
lifting. Make sure that the flat surface of the brush contours to the shape of the natural nail when laying 
down your cuticle area.



2nd Cutting and Application
1.  Using your X-Cut Carbide, cut in a smile line into all 10 nails. Take your thumb and pointer finger and pull 

back your customers skin at the sidewalls. You are going to place the barrel bit at a 45º angle and cut in the 
new smile line from right to left, typically behind the two week growth line. If you are left handed, then you 
will be using the machine in reverse and working from left to right.

2.  After your smile line has an even groove from side to side, remove existing acrylic on the free edge flush to 
the natural nail or tip. This will prevent shadowing when applying the new white acrylic. 

3. Dust off all ten nails to remove any nail filings.

4.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond only if the natural nail is exposed. Protein Bond will leave a sticky layer for 
the acrylic to adhere.

5.  The Young Nails products you are using are self-leveling. The consistency of the acrylic works best when 
the acrylic pearl is at a matte finish. Using your Artistic Sculptor Brush, immerse your brush hair fully in 
the dampen dish with your nail liquid. Remove liquid from side of brush by pulling brush hair against side of 
dampen dish from base of ferrule to tip of brush. Use one side of the tip of your brush to pick up a perfect 
pearl. Then, place the brush in the powder by holding the flattened tip on the surface. Do not drag. 

6.  Place the pearl of white acrylic or glitter mix in front of the groove you just made and press the white acrylic 
up to the smile line of the pink. If you do over lap the two colors, it’s okay; the smile line will file away. 

7. Repeat this step for all ten nails.

Finishing
8. For more detailed information, please refer to the I-Formation guidelines for proper finishing techniques.

9. Apply one coat of Finish gel sealer to both hands and cure for 2 minutes. 

10.  Use Rose Oil to condition the free edge and the cuticle area. Using Rose Oil on a daily basis will condition 
the matrix, hyponicium and free edge, preventing them from getting dry and brittle.

Up, down. Rebalancing Colored Free Edges.
When working with Imagination Colored Acrylic, Imagination Glitter mix, and with Imagination Liquid Art, 
the following procedure works best when rebalancing or changing colors: 

1.  After the acrylic fill-in, use your barrel bit to completely remove the free edge with the backward backfill 
procedure. Instead of removing acrylic flush to the free edge, remove the free edge completely. 

2.  Using Artistic Forms, reform the free edge and sculpt up to the smile line. Applying the product this way 
keeps color from bleeding into the pink. 

3.  For more detailed colored blending, refer to the Imagination Art section. For more detailed form 
information, please refer to I-Formation guidelines for proper finishing techniques.


